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Abstract

So-called “gain of function” (GOF) research is virological research that results in a virus substantially 
more virulent or transmissible than its wild antecedent. GOF research has been subject to ethical 
analysis in the past, but the methods of GOF research have to date been underexamined by philoso-
phers in these analyses. Here, we examine the typical animal used in influenza GOF experiments, the 
ferret, and show how despite its longstanding use it does not easily satisfy the desirable criteria for an 
animal model. We then discuss the limitations of the ferret model, and how those epistemic limita-
tions bear on ethical and policy questions around the risks and benefits of GOF research. We con-
clude with a reflection on how philosophy of science can contribute to ethical and policy debates 
around the risks, benefits, and relative priority of life sciences research.

Introduction: A Policy Storm in a Research Teacup

In 2011, two experiments on influenza were announced for publication in Nature 
and Science, describing work by teams at the University of Wisconsin-Madison in the
USA, and Erasmus University in the Netherlands respectively. Both studies de-
scribed the generation of novel strains of influenza—one, a mutated version of HA 
H5N1 “avian influenza”, the other a recombinant strain of flu created from both 
H5N1 and the 2009 H1N1 pandemic “swine flu” strain—that were transmissible be-
tween mammals.[1,2] The generation of H5N1 flu viruses that transmitted between 
mammals had never been accomplished, in lab or in nature. And while seasonal in-
fluenza has a case fatality rate of approximately 0.1%, H5N1 has killed 60% of the 
people who have contracted and is estimated to have a case fatality rate of 14–33% if 
it ever caused a pandemic [3].

Controversy emerged because experts and policymakers were divided as to the ethi-
cal justifications for conducting or publishing these “gain of function” (GOF) stud-
ies. Security-minded folk pointed out that the two experiments were first and fore-
most a blueprint for potential bioterrorists who wanted to create a devastating and 
indiscriminate weapon [1]. Over the coming decade, the debate would expand to in-
fluenza and coronavirus research, and focus on the safety issues that would arise as 
the technique proliferated across the world and repeat experiments threatened a lab-
oratory accident seeding a global pandemic [4,5].

But a significant proportion of the scientific community claimed in the first place 
that they would not withhold the research, and second that the research not only 
had scientific but social value. The former claim came down to claims about the 
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value of scientific freedom and the importance of norms of openness in scientific 
progress [6]. Proponents also claimed that the study of flu in mammals—and in fer-
rets in particular—was essential to maintaining surveillance for potential disease 
pandemics in nature; was useful for developing medical countermeasures against in-
fluenza; and could aid the development of vaccines. The same proponents, however,
would attempt to play down the security and safety fears surrounding GOF experi-
ments by noting that the development of novel strains of influenza that were trans-
missible between ferrets did not mean those same strains would transmit between 
humans [7].

This may strike the reader as scientists attempting to have their cake and eat it too. 
The strength of the connection between ferrets as an experimental organism and hu-
mans as its target motivates the experiment, but that connection is not strong 
enough to motivate fears that the results of the studies are directly transferable to 
humans. Rather than a mere rhetorical device, however, we think this tension 
points to deeper questions about flu studies, and about the role of ferrets within 
them.

Given the stakes of GOF research a more careful analysis of the cost-benefit calculus 
surrounding GOF in influenza is necessary [5,8]. It’s further clear that such a cost-
benefit analysis needs to carefully consider not only the ethical stakes, but also the 
epistemic stakes. What kinds of scientific knowledge could really be generated by 
GOF research, and what would the cost of foregoing that knowledge be? As we have 
just seen, performing that analysis, and taking the epistemic stakes seriously requires
that we explore the system in which that knowledge is generated: the ferret.

The case of the ferret model is interesting for philosophers and bioethicists in at 
least two complementary ways. First, while model organisms are a live subject of de-
bate in philosophy of science, the literature has not thus far examined ferrets, either 
in the descriptive or in an evaluative dimension. One might ask, for instance (fol-
lowing a distinction common in this literature [9,10]), whether ferrets are a genuine 
model organism, i.e., taken to support a host of broad inferences from ferrets to 
other mammals, supported by standardized protocols, databases, and other epis-
temic resources, or whether they are instead an experimental organism, a special-
purpose tool for studying a single phenomenon but lacking that epistemic and in-
frastructural support. Second, the ambiguities surrounding ferrets provide an oppor-
tunity for philosophy of science to contribute, in concrete terms, to a live ethical 
and policy issue. Clarifying what ferrets can and can’t do for science—taking the 
epistemic element of the cost-benefit calculus seriously—allows us to answer ques-
tions about the utility of studies that use ferrets.

As a preliminary move, we assume that at least in principle some, if not many in-
stances of GOF research are justified. While there is extensive debate on the absolute
merits of GOF research that may result in potential pandemic pathogens and the 
availability of alternatives that might replace GOF as a method in whole or part, we 
set this debate aside for this work. Rather, we are interested in cases where GOF re-
search that have a permissible, or at least contestably permissible risk-benefit ratio, 
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and investigate what the epistemic status of the ferret model can tell us about our 
decisions in these cases.

The Ferret Model of Influenza

The ferret has long been linked with the study of influenza. After an influenza epi-
demic in 1933, Wilson Smith and colleagues at the National Institute for Medical 
Research’s Farm Laboratories in Mill Hill, outside of London, collected throat wash-
ings from several patients, and proceeded to assay every available experimental ani-
mal model to see if any of them would become infected [11]. By a stroke of luck, a 
population of experimental ferrets was being maintained to study canine distemper 
virus, and two ferrets tested began to demonstrate all the classic symptoms of the 
flu: fever, food avoidance, weight loss, sneezing (“the ferret has an exquisite sneeze 
reflex” reported one researcher) [12], fatigue, and a runny nose [13]. The work of 
Smith and colleagues, in the end, led to the first-ever isolation of the influenza virus,
which had been suspected but not confirmed to be the causative agent of influenza.

What makes the ferret a particularly useful model is it is the only known model 
which “can present both the pathogenic and transmissible features of influenza virus
infection” [14]. That is, ferrets will both present a course of disease symptoms like 
humans, giving us an idea of whether or not a particular strain of influenza would 
lead to severe disease. But they also spread the disease via both droplet and aerosol 
transmission, giving us a way to determine whether a strain would be highly trans-
missible among humans. As these are two variables that proponents of GOF claim 
are necessary to determine the risk of a human respiratory pandemic [8,15–20], the 
ferret model has become increasingly important in the study of pandemic influenza.

All other model organisms for influenza miss at least one of these other features. 
Mice require specially adapted influenza viruses and thus cannot be used to directly 
test pathogenicity of viruses that could infect humans, and do not transmit in-
fluenza via aerosols or droplets [21]. One strain of guinea pigs seems to mimic hu-
man transmission behavior [21,22], but does not exhibit clear signs of infection. Re-
cently, transgenic mice have been developed to identify potential immune evasion 
of flu viruses in humans [23], but these still are used for infection but not transmis-
sion studies.

Michael Dietrich and colleagues have argued for a collection of twenty different fea-
tures they argue shape the choice of model organisms in the life sciences. These 
should not be interpreted as a “checklist” for a “good” model organism—rather, they 
are something more like an overlapping collection of virtues for which scientists typ-
ically argue when they defend the use of a model organism. Three of these features 
are commonly cited in scientific discussions of the ferret model in influenza re-
search: 

1) phenomenal access to the relevant features of influenza: “in the sense of instan-
tiating its typical features or providing insights that can be used towards un-
derstanding the phenomenon in question;” 
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2) translational potential: ferrets have relevant “physiological or genetic resem-
blance to humans” [9]—a common sialic acid binding site in the upper respi-
ratory tract, where influenza viruses most often infect humans, where avian 
hosts have a binding site predominantly found in the human lower respira-
tory tract [24];

3) responsiveness: ferrets offer better opportunities for the experimental manipu-
lation of features of interest to researchers [9], primarily their respiratory 
anatomy, which exhibits easy access to both upper- and lower-respiratory fea-
tures [25]. 

That is, ferrets not only give us valuable information about the world, but they are 
also easy for scientists to study in useful and interesting ways.

But the literature about the use of ferrets as a model for the study of influenza is re-
markably self-reflective. In the terms of the features of animal models, scientists in 
the ferret literature recognize (and lament!) that their systems fail to instantiate at 
least seven of the other virtues that are common in other model organism research 
(e.g. mice, yeast, zebrafish). Ferrets often present difficulties for both ease of supply 
and financial costs, as initial costs are higher, standard equipment for the husbandry 
of ferrets is not widely available, inbred strains have not been developed, and in-
fluenza is occasionally already endemic in breeders’ populations of ferrets [12,25,26].
Animal ethical considerations are more significant in ferrets than many other animals 
used in research—not because they are taken to be a more ethically sensitive subject,
but rather due to a lack of “best practices” that one might find in systems such as 
mice, slowing animal ethics committee approval [26].

Standardization is often lacking, as highly inbred strains of ferrets have not been de-
veloped in the way that they have been in rodents, leading to a largely unknown 
amount of genetic diversity between populations that hamper the kinds inference 
scientists can make in influenza research [25]. The viability and durability of ferrets is
often limited, as their expense often means that sample sizes of as few as five animals
are regularly used [26], and stocks are not usually maintained by the laboratories 
performing the research. Sample sizes in the single digits—particularly when sam-
pling against a population with an unknown amount of genetic diversity in the ab-
sence of standardized, inbred strains—add a currently entirely unknown quantity of 
further uncertainty to research results.

Both the availability of methods and techniques, as well as our extant body of epistemic 
resources for ferret experiments are also underdeveloped. On the practical side, viral 
inoculation methods, study endpoints, and necropsy methods are not necessarily 
shared across all labs [27]. Ferret-specific reagents are often commercially unavail-
able [13]. More broadly, the ferret genome was only published in 2014 [28]—no-
tably, after the controversial gain-of-function research discussed above was an-
nounced in late 2011 [7].

In short, ferrets are a difficult, expensive, and minimally standardized system. The 
simple existence of scientific worry does not mean that ferrets somehow “fail” to be 
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a model organism, however: rather, the overall summaries of the effectiveness of the 
ferret model are often quite nuanced, even those written by virology researchers 
themselves. Belser et al. write that “these confounders result in heterogeneity with 
regard to procedures and practices established at all levels of research, from individ-
ual investigators or institutions to broad country-specific regulations” [13,14].” Oh 
and Hurt write that

the use of ferrets for influenza studies has been limited by factors such as 
animal availability, genetic heterogeneity (out-bred), the requirement of a
complex husbandry facility and caging system, and a lack of 
immunological reagents and genetically modified mutants for 
immunological investigation. […] Ideally, a larger number of ferrets 
should be used but limitations such as high experimental cost, low 
animal availability, limited caging capacity and ethical constraint, 
typically restricts most studies to group sizes of five or less ferrets. [26]

Ferrets are therefore, at the very least, a peculiar model organism, peculiar enough 
to justify an exploration of whether the kinds of epistemic limitations that ferret re-
searchers have mentioned should lead us to reevaluate the role of ferrets in influenza
research and the kinds of conclusions that are drawn from them. While remaining 
the only system capable of modeling both transmission and infection behaviors in 
influenza research, the scientific community itself recognizes that the system has a 
host of quirks and flaws. Of course, ferrets are not particularly unusual in this re-
gard. Scientists will often have very good reasons to use what might appear from the
outside to be “better” and “worse” model organisms in different contexts, including
—importantly—there being no better model available for an important set of re-
search questions, as in influenza. But these characteristics of the model—both “posi-
tive” and “negative,” “fundamental” and “practical”—have epistemic impacts that 
will condition the nature of the knowledge that we can derive using ferrets and, by 
extension, what we might hope to learn from GOF research.

Ferreting Out the Impact of Epistemic Uncertainty on GOF

Recognizing the limitations and advantages of the model system allows us to begin 
to chart how this varied epistemic uncertainty in ferrets should influence the cost-
benefit analysis surrounding GOF research. In the risk and benefit assessment of 
GOF research commissioned by the National Institutes of Health, for example, in 
evaluating whether GOF research can answer the question “can animal influenza 
viruses become transmissible between humans,” the report simply states that “the 
key limitations of this approach are that observations in animal models may not 
translate to humans and that the adaptive changes observed in the laboratory may 
not be possible in nature” [5]. While this reflects part of the kinds of uncertainty de-
veloped in the last section, such an assessment (common to essentially any animal 
research) does not do justice to the rich landscape of uncertainty we described there. 

Likewise, work on the ethics of GOF research has never addressed the methods of 
GOF as animal research in detail [29,30].
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Even when it is discussed, the epistemic uncertainty surrounding the scientific 
knowledge developed in GOF contexts is often not developed fully. For instance, 
writing about the regulation of GOF experiments, Casadevall, Howard, and Imperi-
ale claim “the debate [around GOF] has largely ignored the question of the episte-
mological value of such experiments.” But when they turn to the nature of the 
knowledge that GOF is taken to produce, they write that GOF experiments can be 
defended “because they yield information that is consistent with the normative stan-
dards of the fields of microbiology and infectious diseases, and as such, they provide 
information that is immediately accessible and interpretable in the context of stan-
dards in the field” [15].

This evaluation is, of course, correct: articles surrounding GOF research adhere to 
the kinds of best practices that the field has developed as a whole; there is no reason 
to believe that they have not been peer-reviewed in detail; and they are highly cited 
and widely discussed. But these social and contextual facts do not amount to the 
kind of evaluation of the “epistemological value” of experiments in ferrets for which
Casadevall, Howard, and Imperiale called in the first place. Researchers working 
within virology itself recognize that there are some good reasons to believe that fer-
ret research might not offer us the kinds of quality guarantees available in other do-
mains in the contemporary life sciences, and the risk and benefit assessment men-
tioned above noted, for numerous scientific applications of GOF research, that the 
social and contextual facts “are constrained by scientific uncertainties associated 
with the data” [5].

Evaluating the impact of the scientific challenges in influenza research on the cost-
benefit analysis for GOF research is not an easy task. Assessing the quality of individ-
ual GOF papers (especially as an outsider in the field) is likely to be somewhere be-
tween impossible and counterproductive. We can instead attempt to take a higher-
level approach: what kinds of epistemic uncertainty might one expect to find in a re-
search program with the sorts of acknowledged concerns we canvassed in the last 
section?

Recall just what it is that GOF research is supposed to provide us with knowledge 
about. We are attempting, essentially, to predict the evolutionary future because do-
ing so is instrumentally valuable to preventing a catastrophic disease pandemic [1]. 
What kinds of mutations might plausibly arise within a given viral lineage, and how
might those mutations lead to changes in the viruses’ ability to infect and transmit 
between humans? In several cases, we have successfully made such predictions, test-
ing, for instance, certain kinds of mutations in GOF contexts that were later discov-
ered in human influenza viruses, which went on to be incorporated into the in-
fluenza vaccine [19]. Any critique of this research must, to be sure, take this success 
into account.

Nonetheless, the kinds of concerns that we have already seen with the methodolo-
gies adopted in and the statistical power of ferret-based research remain important 
sources of epistemic uncertainty. We can see this in at least two different ways (in 
addition to the uncertainty arising from sample sizes already discussed above). First, 
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results arising from a GOF research program will require an extensive amount of 
comparison against baselines—we are fundamentally in pursuit of enhanced viru-
lence or transmission with respect to some external standard. But our capacity to 
compare results across laboratories is precisely one of the points of friction most 
identified by virologists working in ferrets: given the differences between ferret pop-
ulations, and the myriad ways to inoculate ferrets with an influenza virus, to mea-
sure viral endpoints, and to detect transmission, being certain that such a compari-
son of viral characteristics is legitimate is no easy matter.

Finally, in the context of many particular GOF research programs, this uncertainty 
in particular results is magnified yet further by the overall experimental design. GOF
experiments like those in avian influenza discussed above turn not only on the low-
level results in ferrets, but also on a number of other uncertain experimental 
choices: we must select a strain of avian influenza on which to work (among the 
many known and likely many more unknown such strains), and we often target a 
particular site at which to mutate that strain (sometimes drawn from prior experi-
ence with other influenza viruses, sometimes from our biochemical knowledge of 
relevant protein binding). Both of these are, in essence, gambles on the correct ini-
tial conditions for our future evolutionary predictions, and magnify the error bars 
(so to speak) on our final conclusions.

Previous work has maintained that some of these other conditions entail the exis-
tence of reliable alternatives to GOF research. Lipsitch and Galvani, in particular, 
have noted that epistatic gene-gene interactions within influenza viruses provide a 
good reason to prefer other methodologies to GOF research [31]. That is, identifying
the set of genes X in H5N1 highly pathogenic avian influenza as associated with 
mammalian transmission is not sufficient to show that all H5N1 with X are mam-
malian transmissible. This because X interacts with other, sometimes unknown 
genes, that may undo its transmission potential. So X indicates mammalian trans-
missibility except in the case of sets of genes Y, Z, etc.

Evans likewise has argued that sometimes the stated questions GOF is intended to 
ask do not establish that GOF is uniquely suitable to answer those questions [4]. He 
argues that if the aim, as in the Fouchier GOF paper, is (among other things) to find
an H5N1 highly pathogenic avian influenza virus whose HA arm—which is the seg-
ment of influenza virus that binds to and enters host cells—is modified sufficiently 
to bind to receptors in human lungs, much of this work could be answered using at-
tenuated viruses. That is, if the aim is to show that some HA binds to mammalian 
cells, then a pathogenic flu virus isn’t necessary from the outset—if not none, then 
less GOF research could be done.

However, even with these alternatives, the risk-benefit assessment performed on 
GOF research identified 9 potential experimental aims, particularly around the po-
tential for reassortment of viruses, would benefit uniquely from GOF methods [5] 
(while the journal rarely uses page references, we note this is a >1000 page docu-
ment—the relevant tables are pp. 252-254 of the full report). With this in mind, 
even if we replaced all GOF research that could be suitably performed using alter-
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nate methods, the remainder still are mired in the epistemic uncertainty we identify 
here. We thus join with an increasing chorus of authors arguing that we should ex-
plore more seriously the possibility of non-GOF alternatives that could, at least po-
tentially, obtain us the same kinds of benefits while radically reducing the potential 
costs [4,31]. But second, and again in line with the epistemic focus of the rest of our 
work here, we want to consider the potentially damaging epistemic effects of high-
stakes, high-uncertainty research in cases in which GOF is at least in principle justi-
fied.

The Risk of Being Wrong

There are several attendant risks to being wrong about the epistemic benefits of 
GOF research. The first and most obvious is that if we are wrong, the social benefits 
of these studies might never be realized. That is, the compelling reason given to ex-
pose others to the risks of potential pandemic pathogens might not obtain. Rather 
than finding a novel combination of genes in influenza that signifies pandemic po-
tential, we have instead created a novel virus with enhanced features while knowing 
nothing true about why it is or is not a potential pandemic virus.

One question that arises here is whether we can expect this change in risk to be sym-
metric. That is, if the knowledge gained from ferret studies is limited, there are rea-
sons to believe that in some cases the reason our knowledge is limited also implies 
that the risk of harm from GOF might also be attenuated. If, for example, we can’t 
extrapolate our knowledge about the role of the HA arm of influenza, which tracks 
its capacity to infect human cells, from ferrets to humans, then we can’t utilize this 
research to generate novel vaccine candidates. But likewise, if there is little to no re-
lation between infection in ferrets and in humans, we may also have less reason to 
believe that this research could, through a laboratory accident for example, lead to 
the release of a novel disease in humans that seeds a global pandemic. In the event 
these risk changes are fully symmetric, then, our answers to the epistemic questions 
would not change the overall valence of our risk-benefit assessment: the expected 
benefits go down, sure, but so do the risks.

But there are much stronger reasons, we think, to believe this change is sometimes 
asymmetric. That is, the epistemology of GOF research might give us reason to 
doubt our ability to realize its purported social value, while the harm it poses re-
mains unchanged (or is reduced much less than are its benefits). We might expect 
this to arise in serial passaging studies such as occurred in the Fouchier paper that 
generated so much controversy in 2011. Recall that in addition to the uncertainty as-
sociated with ferrets, the information gleaned about the genetic basis for mam-
malian transmission of highly pathogenic avian influenzas is incomplete owing to a 
lack of comparative knowledge about the epistatic interactions between different 
genes in the influenza genome itself [31,32]. However, the experiments did result in 
a mammalian-transmissible form of influenza, that in principle could spread in hu-
mans. So whether or not ferrets give us the right information we need to know why 
pandemic influenzas arise that are transmissible in humans, and defend against it, 
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we have still constructed a mammalian transmissible strain of influenza with its at-
tendant risks.

There might, however, be a more interesting way in which the risks of being wrong 
from GOF studies are important. If the problems with ferrets are as deep as is sug-
gested in the literature, then GOF studies—and many other flu studies besides—are 
already engaged in a process of muddying the virological waters, merely in virtue of 
using their preferred animal organism. In the study of epistemic communities, for 
example, it has been established that patterns emerge when productive and popular 
scientific discoveries engender followers who repeat similar patterns of work as 
those who came before [33]. In the study of the genomic determinants of human 
transmissibility of avian influenza viruses, it has been noted by others that GOF re-
search ballooned after 2011 as a popular method, in part because it appeared to have
success (and presumably also because it was being published in premier outlets). Yet
if ferret-based GOF research is as epistemologically tenuous as ferret researchers 
themselves sometimes indicate, then there are reasons to believe that errors intro-
duced by GOF research that are derived from the epistemic limitations of ferrets 
may ultimately lead to more, and not less, confusion. It would behoove the scientific
community to better establish the model of the ferret so that it can be determined if 
this direction for the community is indeed valuable in the way supposed, or if re-
sources are being poured into scientific dead ends.

Here, then the social implications of epistemic uncertainty could be quite serious. 
Research on the virological characteristics of influenza could produce false positives,
or send researchers down the wrong path to knowledge about the virus’ properties. 
This could undermine the public health aims that GOF points at, such as surveil-
lance, or vaccine and medical countermeasure development. Here, the risk of being 
wrong is not simply the risk of being wrong for a particular study in isolation, but 
the risk that being wrong alters our epistemic landscape, and creates poor priority 
setting in the division of our cognitive labor in the life sciences in aid of practical 
projects.

The case of GOF research thus gives us a concrete opportunity to connect work on 
biomedical and research ethics, traditional questions in the philosophy of science 
and the philosophy of biology, and studies of transmission and construction of 
knowledge under risk and uncertainty—and all this in an environment of potential 
genuine social benefit. We hope that our efforts here will encourage constructive 
contributions by philosophers of science to this rapidly evolving, complex, and im-
portant cluster of epistemological concerns.

Prospects for Policy

More than an interesting epistemological feature of influenza research, uncertainties
in ferret models have potentially important implications for bioethically-guided 
policies that govern biosecurity and biosafety. 
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At the local level, individual researchers might do more, as part of their existing re-
search programs, to refine and standardize the ferret model of influenza research. 
Time spent sequencing ferret genomes and developing more standardization (or at 
least documentation) of the influence of ferret genetics on influenza research would 
improve research. The choice to use seropositive or (rarer) seronegative ferrets might
be made explicitly—seronegative ferrets allow for naïve infection of influenza, 
where seropositive ferrets more closely mirror humans (who are infected and rein-
fected by different variants of the virus). 

At the level of the review of individual projects, existing policies that provide over-
sight of GOF research might include review of the value of the projects in light of 
ongoing concerns with the experimental animal of choice. Projects that do not in-
clude methods to mitigate uncertainty, or acknowledge it as part of experimental de-
sign, might be returned, or required to substantiate their efforts. Given the potential
asymmetry of value in GOF research, this might be a priority for risky research 
where less risky influenza research can afford the epistemic ambiguities bought on 
by ferrets.

At the level of funders, more might be spent explicitly on developing a model or-
ganism to optimize the use of scientific resources [34]. Here, the social value of the 
work is clear: as the best, if not only model for influenza research, the improved 
epistemic status of ferret research entails the improved epistemic status of public 
health responses to influenza. This would benefit GOF research, yes, but also all in-
fluenza research that uses ferrets as a model for humans. 

One potential consequence of this last option that might occur to the reader (and 
suggested to us by a reviewer) first is our analysis might entail more, and not less 
GOF research. If indeed there are methodological gaps in ferret research, then this 
would naturally entail more research to better establish the ferret as a model, some 
of which might be (or require) more GOF research.

But this connection isn’t as straightforward as it appears. More research on the ferret
model would be valuable. And with this, we could plausibly see a call for increase in
virology funding. But it is unlikely to be GOF research. The problems of ferret re-
search are much broader than just GOF research, and are thus not necessarily solv-
able by GOF research itself. Better improving the physical and epistemic infrastruc-
ture of the ferret such as systematizing its genetics, better verifying its prediction of 
transmissibility, and developing better accounts of sampling for different kinds of 
virology research would be immensely useful to virology, and arguably to influenza 
research with strong public health aims. But none of this need be GOF, and it may 
in fact be a misuse of resources to perform GOF attempting to aim at better ferret re-
search.
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Second, some of the questions about ferrets as models are scientifically complex and 
would require questions of professional standards that precede GOF entirely. Take 
the above example of seronegative versus seropositive ferrets. This is a question for 
the professional community that may need collective action but not research per se. 
But if research is needed, then it would undoubtedly include examining which flu 
strain ferrets should come with in order to best advance the epistemic and public 
health aims of flu research, a question that does not easily or obviously lend itself to 
GOF research.

Whether at the level of individual researchers, professional practice, or a new fund-
ing program to better understand the ferret, the goal our conclusion entails is a 
common one. That is, if we take seriously the importance of the ferret to pandemic 
preparedness, then we should ultimately elevate it to model organism status in the 
same way that mice are to cancer research (among other fields). This would be a 
considerable scientific achievement, and the development of a necessary piece of sci-
entific infrastructure to respond to a future influenza pandemic. And it would better
position GOF research to be taken seriously as an, all other considerations being 
equal, part of that preparedness effort.
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